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Abstract  
 
This chapter attempts to deconstruct the dichotomy of moral theory and practice 
though the philosophy of Theodor W. Adorno. To reconcile the dichotomy, I shall 
argue, is to go beyond mere reconciliation: rather than looking at the role of moral 
theory in clinical practice I shall look at the questions whether theoretical ethics could 
be a practice in itself and what kind of theoretical ethics could offer means for critical 
thinking? 
 
For theory’s practicality I shall offer three arguments. Firstly, any purity of theory and 
practice that can be divided in the first place is deception. Adorno writes: “Ethical 
conduct or moral and immoral conduct is always a social phenomenon – in other 
words, it makes absolutely no sense to talk about [them] separately from relations of 
human beings to each other…” Similarly, practice without theory would be quite 
literally mindless and aimless. Secondly, theory is not passive or immaterial. It is 
active through acts of thinking and has a real potential for material change: the way 
we perceive, reflect, understand, think, and act towards the world. Theory is thus a 
form of practice. Thirdly, the division between the subject and the object is 
ambiguous. All research if it is to engage with any form of reflection – critical or 
otherwise – cannot turn away from philosophy understood in the proper and broad 
sense of the exercise of ruthless, critical, rigorous, and systematic thought because 
there is no objective research without the subject interpreting it. 
 
This is not, however, to defend any kind of theory. As Adorno argues, if philosophy is 
still necessary in the society today it is so only as critique and resistance to the 
expanding heteronomy in the wholly administered market economy we live in today. 
This leads me to argue that truly practical moral philosophy is resistance to 
conformity and compliance in health care. Theory needs to work towards critical 
thinking, towards existing theory and practices, and towards such policies that 
potentially stand in the way of moral physiotherapy. It needs to work towards 
changing the existing framework for practice rather than just action within that 
framework. It needs to address the very question whether morality is something that is 
still available for us; whether it has become a compromise between the right thing to 
do and the lost opportunities to do the right thing.  
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